
PREFACE

The Four Students: A Math Methods Parable

The professor has just �nished a �rst-semester leture on de�nite integrals, possibly unaware that

four different types of students are proessing the information quite differently. The lass omprises

aspiring physiists, aspiring engineers, aspiring mathematiians, and bad students.

∙ The aspiring physiists are thinking, �Why does subtrating an antiderivative over here from

an antiderivative over there give you the area under this urve?�

∙ The aspiring engineers are thinking, �Of what possible pratial value is �nding the area under

a urve?�

∙ The aspiring mathematiians are thinking, �How an you laim to have found anything when

you haven't rigorously de�ned `area under a urve' in the �rst plae?�

∙ The bad students are thinking, �Just tell me how to do the problems and get the answer you

want on the test.�

This book is written for aspiring physiists and engineers. For eah topi, we hope to learly

answer the questions �Why does this mathematial tehnique work?� and �How is this used to solve

pratial problems?� We will fall short of the expetations of true mathematiians, and we hope to

ontinually frustrate the bad students.

Exerises

In almost every setion of our book you will �nd an �Exerise� and a set of �Problems.� What's the

differene?

The simple answer is that the Problems are, for the most part, independent of eah other. You

reate an assignment that says �Do Setion 18.3 Problems 2, 5, 9, 12, and 20.� By ontrast, an

Exerise is an atomi blok. You an assign a partiular exerise, or you an skip that exerise, but

you an't assign �Question 5� from the exerise beause it only makes sense in ontext.

More importantly, the two serve different purposes. Problems are meant to follow a

leture, building and testing the students' skills and understanding of the topis you have

disussed in lass. Exerises are designed to failitate ative learning.

There are two types of exerises.

Motivating Exerises ome at the beginning of eah hapter. Their purpose is not to teah math,

but to give a pratial example of why the student needs the tehniques in this hapter.

Disovery Exerises ome at the beginning of (almost) every setion. Their purpose is to step the

student through a mathematial proess, suh as solving a differential equation or �nding a Taylor

series. Instead of just being told how to do it, the students do it for themselves.

Some frequently asked questions:

∙ Do I need to assign all the exerises?No. If you are unomfortable with the proess, you may

want to try only one or two. We hope you will �nd them easy to use and valuable, and over

time you will use them more, but you will probably never use them all.

∙ At home or in lass? Alone or in groups? Mix it up. See what works for you. We sometimes

assign them as homework due on the day we are going to over the material, and sometimes
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as an in-lass exerise to begin the leture. You an have students do them individually or in

groups, or a mix of the two. One professor we spoke to starts them in lass, and then has her

students �nish them at home�an approah we never even thought of. You will probably keep

your students' interest better if you vary your approah.

∙ How long do they take? Some are �ve minutes or less; some are twenty minutes or even more.

Very few of them should take the students more than half an hour.

∙ That was all pretty nonommittal. Do you have any solid advie at all? Atually, we do. First,

we hope you will use at least some of the exerises, beause we believe they ontribute a

valuable part of the learning proess. Seond, exerises should almost always be used before

you introdue a partiular topi�not as a follow-up. You an start your leture by taking

questions and �nding out where the students got stuk.

Problems

There are problems at the end of every setion, and there are also �additional problems� at

the end of every hapter. The �additional problems� give us an opportunity to ask questions

where the students don't know exatly what's being overed. (When you look at a partial

differential equation in �additional problems� you have to ask yourself: separation of variables?

Method of transforms? What's the right approah here?)

We have resisted lassifying the problems further, but you will �nd a general pattern something

like this.

∙ A �walk-through� steps the students arefully through the proess we want them to learn. We

advise you to generally assign these problems.

∙ Next often omes a bath of straightforward, unmotivated alulation problems.

�Evaluate the following triple integrals in spherial oordinates.� They will generally

move from easier to harder.

∙ Then ome word problems. Some of these are pratial appliations; some �ll in details that

were left out of the explanation; some are just ool ideas that ourred to us while we were

brainstorming over Bailey's Irish Cream.

∙ Finally, in some ases, there are �Explorations.� These are harder, more involved, and often

longer problems that may streth beyond the presented material.

Problems without a omputer ion (whih are most of them) an be done entirely by hand, and

should generally require no integration tehnique beyond u-substitution or integration by parts. A

omputer ion anmean anything from �This requires an integral that you an do on your alulator�

to �This involves heavy use of a omputer algebra program suh as Mathematia, MATLAB, or

Maple.� The problems are written in a platform-independent way, and we provide no instrution on

any of these omputer tools in partiular.

Chapter Order and Dependenies

One of the unusual things aboutMathMethods, as a ourse, is that it overs a broad variety of loosely

(if at all) related topis. It an be taught as a sophomore level ourse with only two semesters of

alulus as a prerequisite (so half the ourse beomes an introdution to multivariate alulus), or

it an be taught as a �rst-year graduate-level ourse, or anything in between. It is taught in physis

departments, engineering departments, eonomis departments, and oasionally math departments.

All those different ourses over different topis.

So the textbook beomes what Stuart Johnson, our �rst editor at Wiley, alled a �Chinese menu.�

You look it over and you deide you want this hapter, that hapter, skip three and pik up this one,

and so on.
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For this reason, we have endeavored as muh as possible to make the hapters independent of

eah other. You don't need our vetor alulus hapter to over our linear algebra hapter, or vie

versa. Referenes from one setion to another within a hapter are ommon; referenes from one

hapter to another are rare.

That being said, there are exeptions. Most importantly, pretty muh every hapter in the book

relies on the information presented in Chapter 1, Introdution to Ordinary Differential Equations.

The information is minimal: most of the tehniques for solving ODEs are deferred to later hapters.

But the students have to know what a differential equation is, whether they get it from our hapter

or somewhere else. If you are not sure your students ome into the ourse highly omfortable with

this material, please start with this hapter before doing anything else. If you want to give it the

most minimal treatment possibly, you an get away with doing the three setions �Overview of

Differential Equations,� �Arbitrary Constants,� and �Guess and Chek, and Linear Superposition�

only. We believe strongly, however, that it is worth your lass time to do more.

Beyond that, the �rst page of every hapter lists prerequisites. You should be able to use that to

make sure your students are ready for any given hapter.

Last Word: Communiating Priorities

to Students

Here is an experiene that tookme (Kenny) quite by surprise. I assigned the followingproblem. �Write

the Malaurin series expansion of e

−x2
; then use the �rst �ve terms of that series to approximate

1

∫
0

e

−x2
dx.� Many students ame bak saying �I had no trouble �nding the Malaurin series, but I

didn't understand what you were asking me to do with it.�

Just in ase you're staring at that sentene with the same dumbstruk look I probably had, I want

to stress that these were not weak students, and they did know how to integrate a polynomial.

And here'smypoint.We don't justwant our students to learnmethods;wewant them tounderstand

why those methods work, to view those methods in a larger mathematial ontext, and to be able to

apply thosemethods to physial problems. But students don't develop those skills by being told �You

should be able to think for yourself.� They develop those skills, just like any others, with pratie

and feedbak. This is partiularly relevant for Math Methods, where the skill and the appliation

may be separated by semesters or years. (�What do you mean, quantummehanis students, you've

never heard of a Fourier series? Didn't you take Math Methods?�)

Everything in our book is strutured to give your students that pratie. A disovery exerise

says �Don't just listen to me leture about this; �gure it out for yourself.� A walk-through says

�Let me help you with that important proess.� The problem after the walk-through, or the later

problems in the setion, often say �Let's think more deeply about that result� or �Let's see where

that ame from� or �Let's apply that tehnique to a iruit.� If the explanation stepped through a

partiularly important derivation that youwant your students to understand, there are almost ertain to

be some problems designed tomake sure students followed the derivation.Give your students enough

problems to master spei� skills�evaluating a line integral, separating variables in a PDE, �nding

the oef�ients in a Fourier series�but assign deeper problems in areas where you want deeper

understanding.

Here is a spei� example. In the setion on Legendre polynomials in the speial funtions

hapter, one problem steps the students through the solution of Hermite's differential equation. If

you just want your students to be able to work with Legendre polynomials, you an ertainly skip

that problem. But if you want your students to follow the derivation of the Legendre polynomials,

that problem will fore them through every step of the proess.

That brings up the more general topi of proofs. It's very rare for our book to prove a theorem

before we use it. Muh more ommonly we present a theorem, show students how to use it, and then
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step them through the proof in a problem. The explanation will usually point to that problem with

language suh as �You'll show that this always works in Problem 14.� In some ases the problem

doesn't prove the theorem, but has the students show that it works for some important ases.

There are two reasons for this unusual struture. First, we believe students follow a

proof better after they understand the result that is being proven. Seond, we believe very

strongly that students follow a proof better if they work through it themselves instead of just

reading it.

One of the judgment alls you will have to make, therefore, is whih of these proof problems to

assign. Our own opinion on this matter, for whatever that's worth, is that the importane of a proof is

not based on the importane of the result it proves, but on the tehnique that the proof demonstrates.

It's tremendously important for all students to know that the derivative of sin x is os x, but very few

students an prove it�and that's OK. On the other hand, the proof that a

n

=
1

L

L

∫
−L

f (x) os

(

n�

L

x

)

dx

in a Fourier series involves an important trik that teahes students what orthogonal funtions are

and how to �nd the oef�ients of many other suh series, so it's worth some investment of lass

and homework time.

The Most Important Thing We Want to Tell You

Please see http://www.felderbooks.om for all the information you will �nd in

this introdution, exerises formatted for printing, additional problems for every hapter,

additional setions inluding �speial appliations,� answers to odd-numbered problems, and a lot

more.
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